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 US Treasury yields fell on average and flattened somewhat, capping off a
recent upward trend. The September YoY inflation print came in at 2.3%,
from 2.7% the prior month. The lower than expected figure has helped
calm investor fears of quicker policy rate hikes. The movement to bonds
was further encouraged by an equity sell-off. On average, the curve fell
2.41 bps, with the 10Y rising 19.79 bps to end at 3.4036.

 German bund yields fell after a reversal in the global bond sell-off, as
falling stock prices encouraged movement to the safer fixed-income
assets. On average, the curve declined 5.57 bps.

 Japanese bond yields followed the global trend and showed a slight
decrease, amid investor movement to safe-haven assets. On average,
yields fell 0.45 bps.

 Key events that transpired during the week:
 US CPI YoY was 2.3%, lower than expectation of 2.4%.
 US initial jobless claims were up to 214k from 207k last week.
 China trade balance surprised to the upside at $31.7bn surplus.

 Global oil prices fell as multiple sources reported a surprisingly large
increase of inventories, offsetting sentiment regarding a possible
supply restriction around Iran. The Iranian government also stated it
had found alternative buyers for its crude oil at acceptable prices.
Crude oil price volatility could remain high as political risk regarding
the disappearance of Washington Post journalist Jamal Khashoggi,
which is being linked to Saudi Arabia, takes center stage. Brent crude
prices fell 4.43% WoW to USD80.43/bbl, while WTI crude fell 4.04%
WoW to USD71.34/bbl.

 US equities logged their largest weekly loss since February as
investors' appetite for risky assets drastically soured. Stocks were hit
by higher Treasury yields, expectations of weak earnings due to the
US-China trade war, and a dampening of sentiment as IMF
downgraded its global growth outlook. The DJIA closed at 25,339.99
(-4.19% WoW) while the S&P 500 closed at 2,767.13 (-4.10% WoW).

 European equities tracked the global downtrend in share prices as
higher bond yields and deepening geopolitical tensions put a dent on
stock prices. The ongoing negotiations on the Italian budget and
Brexit did not help as negotiations stalled. The MSCI Europe closed
at 121.23 (-4.58% WoW).

 Asian equities outperformed global peers but still ended with huge
losses. Investor focus was on China after a report indicated that it
tried to spy on other countries leading to a slump in tech shares. The
still unresolved trade tensions between US and China--on top of
weakening EM currency and growth outlook--also weighed down on
investor sentiment. The MSCI APxJ closed at 484.88 (-3.18% WoW).

Global equities continued to fall as investors pulled away from risky assets, following a sharp rise in yields and resurgent concerns
on US-China trade issues. Bonds benefitted from the equity sell-off, with yields falling and capping off the recent increase, as
investors shifted to safer assets. Oil saw a significant decline following reports of unexepctedly large inventory gains, implying high
supply, though oil prices remain volatile due to political risks.
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The Philippine Stock Exchange Index (PSEi) continued to fall on the back of more net foreign selling and negative investor sentiment.
Local fixed income yields rose as inflation concerns remain elevated. The Philippine peso mildly appreciated at the back of weaker
US inflation print.
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 The Philippine Peso mildly strengthened as the US dollar
weakened with the release of a lower-than-expected inflation data
towards the end of the week. The USD/PHP pair closed at 54.13
(0.18% WoW).

 The Euro appreciated against the US Dollar, similarly due to the
same reason that the US CPI came out lower than expected. The
weakening of the US dollar has more than offset the depreciation of
the Euro driven by the current issues in the Eurozone. The
EUR/USD rose to 1.1560 (0.31% WoW).

 The Philippine Stock Exchange Index (PSEi) continued to fall on the
back of more net foreign selling and negative investor sentiment. Net
foreign selling amounted to $51.30 Mn for the week, bringing YTD
outflows to almost $1.70 Bn. The PSEi closed at 7,004.77 (-1.04%
WoW).

 Jollibee Foods Corporation (PSE Ticker: JFC) was the best performer
for the week (+6.07%) as bargain hunting ensued. JFC is seen as able
to pass on higher input costs to its customers, mitigating higher inflation
and interest rates. On the other hand, GT Capital Holdings, Inc. (PSE
Ticker: GTCAP) was the worst performer for the week (-8.38%) as
continued decline in auto sales and negative sentiment for its bank
holdings encouraged the sell-off.

 Key events that transpired during the week:

 Megaworld Corporation (PSE Ticker: MEG) will be spending
Php35 bn to develop Arcovia City located in Pasig City. The first
residential project is the 18 Avenue de Triomphe, part of the Php80
Bn worth of residential projects of MEG which is expected to be
completed by 2023 and is slated to bring Php4 bn in sales.

 Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation (PSE Ticker: RCB) is
now offering basic deposit accounts (BDA) which require less
documents.The new product is to support the BSP's financial
inclusion campaign which encourages lenders to offer accessible
and afforable products to serve different market segments,
particularly the unbanked sectors.
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 Local fixed income yields rose as inflation concerns remain elevated. High oil
prices may trigger the suspension of the additional oil excise taxes, potentially
resulting in a wider fiscal deficit in the medium-term. On average, yields rose
38.49 bps WoW.

 Key events that happened during the week:
 The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) reported the foreign direct

investment in July 2018 to USD914 mn, rose from USD344 mn reported in
same month last year. For the first 7 months of 2018, FDI net inflows
increased by 52.1% to USD6.7 bn from USD4.4 bn last year,which is mainly
attributed to expansion in net equity capital investments by more than five
times to USD1.8 bn from USD388. mn last year.

 President Rodrigo Duterte has approved unimpeded importation of rice to
reduce inflation. National Food Authority will no longer set how much rice
should be imported, as stated by the presidential spokesperson Harry L.
Roque, anyone who can afford and will pay tariffs will be allowed to import
rice.
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